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Chapter 6  Peace Operations

6.1 Characterization and Legal Basis for Peace Operations

6.01 While a strict division between peacekeeping and peace enforcement has often proven to be difficult or even impossible to achieve and maintain in practice, there are clear distinctions in legal concept and in the resulting applicable legal regime between peace enforcement falling short of traditional war-fighting operations on the one hand, and other peace operations which are essentially consensual in nature, on the other.

1. The UN Charter makes no reference to any kind of military operation other than enforcement operations under Chapter VII, which were dealt with in the previous chapter (see sub-Chapter 5.1). Nevertheless, the concept and practice of UN operations have emerged and developed over the years into one of the major tools the UN possesses and utilizes in the maintenance of international peace and security.\(^1\) UN peacekeeping and what is now referred to as ‘peace operations’ in UN parlance and within the context of this Handbook are conceptually and legally distinct from enforcement measures under Chapter VII of the Charter, even though it is not always possible to maintain a strict distinction in practice between peace enforcement and certain aspects of peace operations from a practical perspective. Enforcement measures involving the use of force, as set out in the previous chapter, are characterized by lack of the need of consent and by the (possibility of) the use of proactive (offensive) force to carry out the mandate provided by the Security Council and impose the will of the international community, and have their legal basis in Chapter VII of the Charter. As stated previously, they can be conceptually subdivided into ‘enforcement operations’ involving full-scale and protracted hostilities directed against a State which are aimed at imposing a solution and ‘peace enforcement operations’, which operate under a Chapter VII authorization to employ force beyond self-defence, and will usually be undertaken in support of a government or transitional authority with the aim of providing a stable environment and may in some cases be or become engaged as parties to a non-international
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(p. 154) armed conflict in support of a government if the material conditions for the existence of such a conflict and their participation as a party to that conflict are fulfilled. Even when this is not the case, their operations will not be legally dependent upon the consent of the relevant parties and their use of force, while tailored to fulfilling the mandate with as much restraint as possible, will not be restricted to self-defence.\(^2\)

2. In contrast, UN peace operations are not conceptually based upon Chapter VII of the Charter and consequently legally require the consent of the Host State in order to be able to deploy and operate on that State’s territory and are additionally subject to the principles of impartiality and restricted to the use of force in self-defence.\(^3\) In addition to the legal requirement of Host State consent, peace operations are also dependent upon the consent, or at the least acquiescence, of all the parties to the conflict or dispute, in order to function and carry out their mandate, and are not intended or usually organized and equipped to engage in protracted hostilities or impose a solution militarily. Their primary purpose is to act in support of efforts aimed at promoting disengagement of the parties to a particular conflict and of achieving a diplomatic solution.\(^4\) Traditionally, the role and function of peacekeeping operations during the first decades of UN Peacekeeping, in the 1950s and 1960s, was to act as a buffer between opposing forces after a ceasefire agreement had been reached and oversee and facilitate the carrying out of the terms of such agreements through monitoring, interposition, and persuasion. Since the end of the Cold War, these traditional tasks have been progressively expanded to include in many cases the promotion of a stable environment, the maintenance of public order, the provision of humanitarian assistance in cooperation with civilian governmental and non-governmental agencies, and the protection of
civilians from violations of humanitarian and human rights law to the extent possible within the terms of their mandate and their operational capabilities. This has sometimes resulted in the blurring of the distinction between ‘peace enforcement’ and ‘peacekeeping’, to some extent from a practical perspective, but even so, the legal basis and operational capabilities of peace enforcement operations and peacekeeping and other consent-based peace operations are quite distinct and remain highly relevant, notwithstanding the fact that many recent peacekeeping operations operate in
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(p. 155) unstable environments against the background of often complex intrastate conflicts involving multiple actors and tenuous consent (of some) of the parties to the conflict and sometimes are provided with mandates under Chapter VII of the Charter as an additional means of inducing compliance of the parties and signalling the resolve of the international community.

3. Essentially, despite the existence of undeniable ‘grey areas’ and a certain degree of overlap between more ‘robust’ forms of peacekeeping operations on the one hand and peace enforcement operations on the other, the essential difference between the two lies in the elements of consent, impartiality, and the use of coercion. Peace enforcement may strive for the maximum degree of consent feasible under the particular circumstances, but is not legally or operationally dependent upon it. Likewise, impartiality, while sometimes possible, is not required or always feasible or even desirable within the context of peace enforcement. Finally, and as a consequence of the foregoing, peace enforcement operations will be mandated, organized, and equipped to employ coercion and use force to a far greater degree than peacekeeping or other consent-based peace operations would normally be. By contrast, peacekeeping or other consent-based peace operations, whether conducted by the UN or by a regional organization or arrangement, are governed by and subject to the principles of consent of the parties, impartiality, and restricted to the use of force in self-defence, which in contemporary UN doctrine includes defence of the mandate (see Chapter 24 ‘Force Protection, Unit Self-Defence, and Personal Self-Defence: Their Relationship to Rules of Engagement’). Consequently, while contemporary peace operations are undeniably multifaceted and multidimensional, there are clear distinctions between enforcement measures including peace enforcement operations which are essentially non-consensual and coercive and peacekeeping and other consensual peace operations, which are bound by these core principles and are primarily an instrument in support of a broader political solution to a particular conflict or situation.

6.02 Enforcement operations and peace enforcement operations have their legal basis in Chapter VII of the Charter and are not subject to the consent of the Host State where they are deployed, nor to considerations of impartiality in the conduct of their operations. (See sub-Chapters 5.1 and 5.3 above.) By contrast, peace operations other than enforcement and peace enforcement operations are subject to the consent of the Receiving State and are governed by the principles of impartiality and restricted to the use of force in self-defence. These operations will be referred to subsequently as peace operations.

See commentary to Section 6.01.

(p. 156)

6.03 Peace operations have their legal basis in the general powers of the Security Council, of the General Assembly, and of regional organizations. The authorization of such operations with the consent of the Receiving State has emerged in UN practice as a means of support for diplomatic efforts to establish and maintain peace. Notwithstanding the absence of a specific provision in the UN Charter which refers to such operations, they have become an established and generally accepted instrument in the maintenance of peace.
1. As stated previously, the Charter makes no specific reference to peacekeeping or peace operations and the instrument of peacekeeping has emerged in UN practice, starting with the first observer missions in the years immediately following the coming into force of the Charter and continuing up to the present day. They were initially a pragmatic solution to the failure of the UN collective security system to function as it was originally intended due to Cold War tensions and the inability of the Permanent Members of the Council to reach agreement on the employment of enforcement measures and filled a gap left by the political stalemate that characterized international relations over the first four decades of the UN’s history. Since the end of the Cold War, they have developed into a multifaceted instrument of UN policy to not only contain traditional interstate conflicts but to assist broader efforts by the UN, by regional organizations, and by other actors, which are directed towards promoting the overall settlement of intrastate conflicts and restoration of stability following breakdowns of authority, preventing large-scale violations of human rights, and assisting in post-conflict efforts aimed at conflict prevention and the (re)establishment of democratic self-governance.

2. The legal basis for peace operations is to be found in the general powers of the UN Security Council to promote peaceful settlement of disputes and to maintain and restore international peace and security. These find their bases in Article 1(1) and in Chapters VI and VII of the Charter respectively. Former UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjöld referred to them as being ‘Chapter VI and a half’ measures, and prior to the end of the Cold War, all peace operations of a non-enforcement character were undertaken on the basis of a Chapter VI mandate of the Council, or in some cases of the General Assembly. The involvement of the latter organ was a direct result of the Cold War political situation referred to immediately above and resulted in a major controversy regarding the legality of the General Assembly’s role in peace operations and in a crisis within the UN which led to vehement opposition by two Permanent Members of the Council to UN peace operations set up by the General Assembly in the Suez and Congo crises of the 1950s and 1960s and their refusal to pay contributions for the UN Emergency Force (UNEF) and UN Organisation in the Congo (ONUC) missions. Although the International Court of Justice determined in its 1962 Advisory Opinion on Certain Expenses that the General Assembly had the power to make specific recommendations of a non-mandatory character related to international peace and security, including the establishment of missions such as those in Suez and the Congo, and that the expenses involved in the conduct of such operations constituted expenses of the UN organization to which all Member States were required to contribute financially, this controversy and ensuing crisis, together with shifts in the membership and influence of the various groupings of States within the General Assembly and the political situation in general, has led to the reasserting of the predominant role of the Security Council in conducting peace operations and all such operations since the early 1960s have been exclusively mandated and politically controlled through the Council. Hence, while the General Assembly is theoretically capable of setting up a peace operation through its general powers of recommendation, the practice over the past near half century has been that the Security Council has paramount authority to authorize and conduct peace operations of both an enforcement and a more consensual character and the Assembly’s role has been largely ancillary and supportive to that of the Council in this context.

3. Under Chapter VIII of the Charter, regional organizations and arrangements have the power to conduct peace operations of a non-enforcement character within the context of the maintenance of regional peace and security and the settlement of regional disputes and conflicts (see Chapter 7 for further elaboration). The Council has taken a flexible approach to what constitutes a regional organization and has been generally supportive of the efforts of such organizations in the conducting of various types of peace operations, irrespective of whether such organizations technically qualify, or even view themselves as ‘regional organizations’ within the
(p. 158) context of Chapter VIII of the Charter. Such regionally initiated peace support operations are subject to the consent of the Receiving State’s government and the consent or acquiescence of other relevant partners in the same way UN-initiated peace support operations are and follow the same basic principles of impartiality and defensive force as their UN counterparts. As such, they do not require UN authorization in order for them to be carried out. In practice, however, the UN Security Council has been generally supportive of such regional efforts and has often provided them with political endorsement and on request a degree of logistical and material support. These should not be confused with peace enforcement operations undertaken by regional organizations which do require Security Council authorization under Article 53(1) of the Charter.

6.04 Political control, exercised by the Security Council, by regional organizations, and by States is the predominant factor for the regulation of such operations, alongside any conditions posed by the Receiving State which have been accepted by the Security Council or other authorizing entity such as a regional organization. This regulation is further subject to the abovementioned principles of consent, impartiality, and the restriction of force to self-defence. These existing legal restraints are worked out into multinational and national rules of engagement (ROE) which often contain additional restraints of an operational or policy nature.

1. The political control by the Security Council or by the appropriate organ of a regional organization through the provision and supervision of the execution of the mandate provides the overall parameters and legal basis for any peace support operation alongside the consent of and any conditions imposed by the Receiving State. These are further governed by the abovementioned basic principles of impartiality and the restriction of force to self-defence and mission accomplishment.

2. The operational planning and regulation of a peace operation will be worked out in an Operations Plan (OPLAN) and rules of engagement (ROE) within the overall framework of the mandate and subject to the political control of the Security Council or other mandating authority. The drawing up of the OPLAN and ROE for the particular mission will normally be entrusted to the relevant designated body or authority within the organization charged with the administrative and operational direction and supervision of such operations. Within the UN, this is the Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO), which forms part of the UN Secretariat under overall direction of the UN Secretary General and which is under the direction of the Under-Secretary General for Peacekeeping Affairs. Within DPKO, the Office of Operations and the Office of Military Affairs would be primarily responsible for the formation of the relevant OPLAN and the drawing up of mission-specific ROE, based upon the UN model ROE and taking into account the restrictions imposed by individual Troop Contributing Countries (TCCs) upon specific types of operations (these are often referred to as ‘national caveats’). While it is the policy of the UN to discourage the imposition of such caveats, it is nevertheless a common practice that TCCs will often insist upon certain restrictions on the operational deployment of the forces they contribute to a particular mission as a condition of their participation in the mission. (An example of such a caveat could be that the troops provided by a particular TCC will not be used for crowd and riot control duties since they may not be trained or authorized to carry out such tasks.)

3. Once the OPLAN and ROE have been drawn up in consultation with the TCCs providing forces and other personnel and equipment for the mission in question, and the voluntary contribution of the troops by the participating States has been agreed, the forces provided will be transferred to the operational command and control of the UN or regional organization which has mandated and
is carrying out the mission through a ‘Transfer of Authority Agreement’ (TOA) between the relevant organization such as the UN and the individual TCCs contributing forces to the mission. For further specifics concerning the command and control arrangements in UN peace operations, see sub-Chapter 6.5 ‘Authority, Command, and Control in United Nations-led Peace Operations’.

4. The Security Council or relevant organ within a regional organization carrying out a specific peace support operation will retain overall political control and authority over the mission, while the actual conduct of the mission falls under the responsibility of the UN Secretary General and his delegated officials for UN peace support operations, or the counterpart organ, agency, and officials within the context of a regional peace support operation.

6.05 While all consent-based peace operations share the abovementioned general characteristics which define their legal status and which differentiate them from enforcement and peace enforcement operations, their mandates and objectives, the challenges they face, and their resulting practices will differ (widely) from case to case. In cases where peacekeeping forces become involved in hostilities, the principles and rules of international humanitarian law will be applicable to them for the duration of their participation as parties.
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(p. 160) 1. As stated previously (see Sections 5.01, 5.02, and 6.01 with supporting commentary), peace operations differ conceptually and in the nature of their objectives, legal basis, and in many of their operational aspects from enforcement operations, including peace enforcement operations. Nevertheless, modern UN peacekeeping is multifaceted and often faces complex challenges. These can include the use of force in the context of self-defence and mission accomplishment, sometimes in exceptional cases even reaching the threshold of participation as parties within the context of a (non-international) armed conflict. If the conditions for this are met, international humanitarian law will apply as law to them for as long as they remain parties. In such cases, UN forces are bound by the principles of humanitarian law as set out in the Secretary General’s Bulletin on the Observance by United Nations Forces of International Humanitarian Law, as well as by humanitarian law rules contained in treaties and in customary law to which individual TCCs are bound. Whenever force is employed, even within a relatively localized and temporary context, which rises to the level of conducting hostilities, these humanitarian principles and rules would be applicable. In all other situations, short of hostilities and whenever UN forces exercise jurisdiction over persons or a geographical area, human rights standards and rules would be applicable to UN forces as customary law.
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(p. 161) 6.2 Status of Forces in Peace Operations

6.06 Forces participating in peace operations enjoy immunity vis-à-vis the Receiving State and any other (Transit) State as a matter of customary international law. Their rights and obligations may be specified in status-of-forces agreements (SOFAs).

1. General. The status of foreign armed forces participating in peace operations derives from both their immunity as organs of their Sending States and the international mission they are authorized to perform (see sub-Chapter 5.2). There are no fundamental status differences between forces participating in peace operations and those participating in enforcement and peace enforcement operations. In practical terms, status regulation for personnel participating in peace operations falls into three different categories: the general status and protection; special regulations under specific agreements distributing also tasks and responsibilities between the Sending State and the
Mission Support hold operational level authority, command, and control responsibilities. The Head of Mission of a multidimensional peacekeeping operation is generally the Special Representative of the Secretary General. He reports to the Secretary General through the USG DPKO. The Head of Mission has overall authority over the activities of the United Nations in the mission area. The Head of Mission (HOM) represents the Secretary General, leads UN political engagement, and speaks on behalf of the UN within the mission area. The HOM leads and directs the heads of all mission components and ensures unity of effort and coherence among all UN entities in the mission area, in accordance with the UN Integrated Strategic Framework. The HOM provides political guidance for mandate implementation and sets mission-wide operational direction including decisions on resource allocation in case of competing priorities. The HOM delegates the operational and technical aspects of mandate implementation to the heads of all components of the mission.

2. The Head of Military Component (HOMC) reports to the HOM. The HOMC exercises operational control over all military personnel, including Military Observers, in the mission. United Nations Operational Control is defined as the authority granted by Member States to a Military Commander in a United Nations peacekeeping operation to direct forces assigned so that the Commander may accomplish specific missions or tasks which are usually limited by function, time, or location (or a combination), to deploy units concerned and/or military personnel, and to retain or assign tactical command or control of those units/personnel. (p. 184) The HOMC may establish subordinate Sector Commands, as appropriate. In doing so, the HOMC places military units under the tactical control of military commanders in the operational chain of command. The HOMC maintains a technical reporting and communication link with the DPKO Military Advisor in UN Headquarters. The technical reporting link must not circumvent or substitute the command chain between USG DPKO and the HOM, nor should it interfere with decisions taken by the HOM.

3. The Head of Police Component (HOPC) reports to the Head of Mission, exercises operational control, and provides direction to all members of the police component of the mission. This includes all UN police officers (including all members of formed police units) and relevant civilian staff serving in the police component. The HOPC shall determine the police chain of command in the mission. The HOPC shall also determine appropriate succession arrangements within the police component to ensure effective command and control in his/her absence. The HOPC maintains a technical reporting and communication link with the DPKO Police Advisor in UN Headquarters. The technical reporting link must not circumvent or substitute the command chain between USG DPKO and the HOM, nor should it interfere with decisions taken by the HOM.

4. The management of military, police, and civilian operations below the level of Mission Headquarters is considered to be at the tactical level and is exercised at various levels by subordinate commanders of respective components and designated civilian heads at levels below the Mission Headquarters. For military components, the tactical level includes all subordinate command levels established within the military command frameworks (for example Brigade, Regional, and Sector Command). Tactical level commanders report directly to their respective operational commanders.

5. The HOMC is accountable and responsible to the HOM for the supervision and technical management of the military component with particular responsibility to ensure effective and efficient mandate implementation and strict compliance with UN policies and procedures. Decisions on major operations or re-deployment of troops should result from consultations between the HOM and HOMC and must have HOM's concurrence. This is clearly different in non-UN led operations such as operations led by NATO, where Force Commanders supported by political advisors or senior representatives have decision-making authority in the field and report directly to senior military commanders located at strategic headquarters outside the mission area.
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